
The Retail Link To The Bank

CSeXtra T

deposit capacity
4.000bn

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features

Banknote Processing

Feeder Capacity

Reject Bay

Auto-sealing plastic bag

Strong Box

Connection

Safe Lock

3 notes/sec *

50 notes *

20 notes *

up to 2,000 stacked notes * (Standard)
up to 4,000 stacked notes * (T version)

Steel SB 6 mm

USB 2.0

Electronic lock and door opening approval 
only after bag sealing.

Optional Configurations

Safe UL291, CEN III

Envelop Deposit Slot

PC and touch screen display **

Badge reader **

Thermal Printer 60mm **

Bar Code reader **

LAN 100Mbps - 1Gbps / UMTS **

Dimensions & Weight (Standard)

400 x 520 x 700 mm (W x L x H) 

80 kg (Strong Box Configuration)

Dimensions & Weight (T version)

400 x 520 x 900 mm (W x L x H) 

130 kg (Strong Box Configuration)

(*)     performance level with good quality documents
(**)  available with CSeXtra console

CTS proprietary technology guarantees the highest 
performances available in the market. This exclusive 
technology exceeds existing competitive short edge 
technology in terms of SPEED, ACCURACY and ERGONOMIC 
INSERTION of documents.

CSeXtra is equipped with the CTS patented auto-sealing, 
tamper evident, stacked bag compatible with market ink 
protection systems. A solution to improve security and 
reduce process cost combining the benefits of both cassette 
and plastic bag.

LONG EDGE BANKNOTE PROCESSING SECURITY STACKED BAG

CashSecure
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About CTS
The CTS Electronics Group is a global manufacturer of automated systems for payments, document processing, cash recycling and deposits. The 
CTS companies design and manufacture high-quality peripherals with multiple options for different customer needs. Additionally, CTS produces 
software which is used to tune and enhance the performance of CTS systems in specific customer environments. Since 1980, extensive 
know-how, lean structure and flexibility have distinguished CTS as the market leader in banking and retail with over one million peripherals 
installed across five continents.
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Manual Deposit Automation

Reporting and Statistics Counting and Withdrawal Preparation

Manual Deposit Automation

TIME AND RESOURCES OPTIMIZATION
4000

2000

SECURE RETAIL FRONT LINE AND BACK OFFICE CASH DEPOSIT SOLUTION

EXTENDEED CAPACITY & FLEXIBILITY

Easy access to cash is a risk for both employees and 
customers. Depositing cash in a robust safe right after 
receiving cash from the customer prevents risk of robbery 
and increases in-store security.

CSeXtra is an innovative and advanced technology solution 
to guarantee security and cash flow efficiency improving 
store cash management procedures.

Equipped with the CTS long edge validation module, this 
unique device can deposit banknotes easily into the safe in 
an innovative stacked security bag. Retailers can deposit 
banknotes directly on their premises thus saving time and 
eliminating typical mistakes in manual cash handling. 

1] All the basic features for banknote processing and deposit 
are included in the CSeXtra plug and play unit which can be 
connected to existing workstations.

2] An optional configurable console which includes PC, touch 
display, printer and identification system combine to make 
CSeXtra the full-function cash deposit solution to streamline 
the cash flow from retail to bank.

With its high capacity, up to 4,000 banknotes, CSeXtra 

meets various customer and business needs. Even in small 

shops where space is limited, its small size and footprint 

allows this unit to be placed under a counter or in a small 

back office. This broadens the number of retailers who may 

benefit from the enhanced features provided within this 

unique cash deposit solution.

CSeXtra fits any standard desk as an under-the-counter solution. CSeXtra T has the same reduced footprint with double capacity 

to store up to 4,000 notes to which may need an extended deposit capacity while maintaining same performance of the 

standard version. Exclusive CTS Long Edge Validation Technology and Auto-sealing Stacked Bag are available on both solutions.

Deposit automation eliminates human errors and typical mistakes made in 
daily reconciliation using spreadsheets or paper documents.

Modular Solution

consoleconsole


